THE NEXT BED
KEY FEATURES
NEXT BED™ is the most cost
effective of our freestanding range
Available in Single, Double & King
Size
Easy lift operation
Fast and easy assembly
Automatic legs with protective
floor caps
Comfortable with spinal supporting
sprung slatted sleeping surface
Compact – Only 32cm from the wall
with mattress
Optional sliding / pivoting bookcase
hardware available

The NEXT BED™ is one of the most modern and efficient wall bed
designs to date. This particular bed offers the user a vastly improved
and more comfortable sleep system, using a sprung slatted base to
provide maximum support to the shape of your body.
Designed for everyday use, this is the perfect space saving solution.
Whether used as a primary bed or guest bed, its compact design
ensures that it requires very little room when stored. Its robust
design makes the bed durable and also employs an easy lift operation
mechanism that allows the user to manoeuvre the bed up and down
with minimal effort.
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@hideawaybeds

Tel: 01752 511111

The NEXT BED™ is a freestanding bed and not dependant on
cabinetry. It can stand alone, fit into a cabinet or hide behind sliding
or folding doors. It is a compact solution, standing only 32cm from
the wall when upright, with the single bed system small enough to
fit inside a standard 1,000mm wardrobe carcass commonly available
from DIY & furniture chains.

Email: info@hideaway.co.uk
www.hideaway.co.uk
Unit 1, Bluewater Estate, Bell Close
Plympton, Plymouth, Devon PL7 4JH

Limited 5 YEAR warranty on manufacturer defects. Misuse, abuse, or
damage by misapplication are not covered. Please note: wall bed frames
and mechanisms are illustrated with cabinets and doors (purchased
separately) for demonstration purposes only.

NEXT BED SPECIFICATIONS

NEXT BED™

3’
(90 X 190CM)
SINGLE

4’6”
(140 X 190CM)
DOUBLE

5’
(150 X 200CM)
KING

A = 203cm

A = 203cm

A = 213cm

B = 91cm

B = 138cm

B = 151cm

C = 202cm

C = 202cm

C = 212cm

D = 35cm

D = 35cm

D = 35cm

E = 32cm

E = 32cm

E = 32cm

Compatible Mattresses
Most mattresses are compatible with the NEXT BED™ as the sprung counter-balance mechanism can be adjusted
to compensate for different mattress weights.
Orthosoft Mattress
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Y
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Memory Duetto Mattress

Y

Y
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Waterlattex Mattress

Y

Y
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Technical changes accepted, all dimensions are approximate values. Small deviations, either constructive or technical might
occur. Hideaway Beds Ltd, make no warranties, express, implied or statutory as to the information in this document. O&OE.

